ALPINE CDE-153EBT

CD Receiver with USB and iPod/iPhone/TuneIt/App Controller

Alpine 153EBT BT, iPod, MP3, App Controller

CD Receiver with Advanced Bluetooth/USB/iPod/iPhone/App Controller

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
$349.99
Price with discount:
Salesprice with discount:
Sales price: $349.99
Discount:
$45.65

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: Alpine

Description
ALPINE CDE-153EBT
CD Receiver with Advanced Bluetooth/USB/iPod/iPhone/App Controller
CD Receiver with Advanced Bluetooth/USB/iPod/iPhone/App Controller - See more at:
http://www.alpine.com.au/showItem.php?item_id=353#sthash.G32gIa1G.dpuf

With a stylish new design, the CDE-153EBT provides a multitude of connectivity and control options, plus advanced sound tuning. Play all your
favourite music from CD, MP3/WMA/AAC files on USB storage, plus connect and play iPod/iPhone via USB.
What's more, the 3 Preouts enable the unit to be connected to multiple amplifiers to enhance your listening experience. The 9 band parametric
EQ and high pass / low pass filters give you maximum control to tune the sound exactly how you like it, while the TuneIt app gives you even
more advanced audio tuning options including search and download of preset audio parameters, and Facebook text-to-speech. App direct mode
provides access to apps such as Pandora, Tune In Radio and Soundcloud to listen to your favourite tracks.

Features
50W x 4 High Power Amp
Bass Sound Function
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Demo Mode Setting Function
Bluetooth HDP/A2DP/AVRCP Profile
Alpine TuneIt App Ready (iPhone/Android)
Pandora (iPhone/Android)
Bluetooth Plus (Phone & Audio Streaming)
CD/MP3/WMA/AAC Playback
Works with iPod / iPhone
3 PreOuts (2V)
Front Aux
Front USB
24 Bit DAC
9 Band Parametric EQ
High Pass & Low Pass Filters

50W x 4 High Power Amp
Bass Sound Function
Demo Mode Setting Function
Bluetooth HFP/A2DP/AVRCP Profile
Alpine TuneIt app ready (iPhone/Android)
Pandora (iPhone/Android)
Bluetooth Plus (Phone & Audio Streaming)
CD/MP3/WMA/AAC Playback
Works with iPod / iPhone
3 Preouts (2V)
Front AUX
Front USB
24 Bit DAC
9 Band Parametric EQ
High Pass & Low Pass Filters
- See more at: http://www.alpine.com.au/showItem.php?item_id=353#sthash.G32gIa1G.dpuf

** Due to continuous product improvement, specifications and design are subject to change without notice.

With a stylish new design, the CDE-154EBT provides a multitude of connectivity and control options, plus advanced sound tuning. Play all your
favourite music from CD, MP3/WMA/AAC files on USB storage, plus connect and play iPod/iPhone via USB.
What's more, the 3 Preouts enable the unit to be connected to multiple amplifiers to enhance your listening experience. The 9 band parametric
EQ and high pass / low pass filters give you maximum control to tune the sound exactly how you like it, while the TuneIt app gives you even
more advanced audio tuning options including search and download of preset audio parameters, and Facebook text-to-speech. App direct mode
provides access to apps such as Pandora, Tune In Radio and Soundcloud to listen to your favourite tracks. Plus, RGB selectable illumination
colours allow you to completely customise the text and button colour to match the unit to your cars interior lighting for perfect integration.
- See more at: http://www.alpine.com.au/showItem.php?item_id=352#sthash.tTLWqLOR.dpuf
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EQ and high pass / low pass filters give you maximum control to tune the sound exactly how you like it, while the TuneIt app gives you even
more advanced audio tuning options including search and download of preset audio parameters, and Facebook text-to-speech. App direct mode
provides access to apps such as Pandora, Tune In Radio and Soundcloud to listen to your favourite tracks. Plus, RGB selectable illumination
colours allow you to completely customise the text and button colour to match the unit to your cars interior lighting for perfect integration.
- See more at: http://www.alpine.com.au/showItem.php?item_id=352#sthash.tTLWqLOR.dpuf
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